
Opportunities and 
challenges of biocontrol 
for smallholders in 
developing countries



Healthy food and healthy
environment for all
“The world demands for 
environmental friendly and 
residue-free food production. 
We want to replace chemical 
pesticides with good biological 
alternatives. Together with you we 
can make a real change”

Drs. Isabel and Martin Andermatt 
Founders of Andermatt Biocontrol 



Company facts

− Since 1988
− Independent and 

family/employee owned
− Strong global product portfolio
− 10 manufacturers
− 21 marketing subsidiaries
− Over 500 employees worldwide



Biologicals market evolution

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Andermatt turnover 1987: 50’000 CHF2012: BASF buys Becker Underwood for >1Bn USDFrom «experimental pioneers» to mainstreamFrom organic to IPMBiologicals: 5.4Bn in 2021 to 11.3Bn in 2027 according to Dunham trimmer (CAGR ~15%)Conventional growth CAGR ~2-3%Consolidation, Professionalisation, Standardisation



Opportunities & Drivers

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Farmers located in remote but vast arable rural areas.Urban areas on rapid growth with increased demand for food (with high nutrition and food safety awareness)Significant adoption of technology in the supply chain from the farm to plate
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Africa is vast and has 
abundant agricultural 
resources which can be 
unlocked
Africa’s cereal and coarse grain production potential 
(millions of tons)

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Africa is huge and has everything we’d possibly want to grow crops. Every climate, soils, people, skills – still land that’s has never been farmedFood security, expansion, investment globallyPopulation size increase (mouths and labour)



Africa is a young continent

>50% under 20

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Farmers are generally:Independent, capable and thrifty farmersManagers with very broad scope of control, not expertsWant better solutions than chemistry but not well informedGenerally younger generation get itRisky to change what is working - I can’t afford my crop to failBiological products confusing and not like chemistry



Competitive advantage: low cost of labor

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Phytoseiulus production in Kenya in the lake Naivasha areaProduction can be done at low cost for local production and export to other markets (mainly Europe)



Fast changing legislation

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
There is a market driven ban of pesticides reducing the crop protection tools available to farmersBiologicals have a chance to provide a solution



Canada

2-3 years

1.5-2.5 years

China

2 years

India

3 years

1-2 years

5-10 years

EU

2-3 years

Australia

2-5 years

New Zealand

USA

Brazil

1-3 years

Kenya
3-5 years

South Africa

2-3 years

2-3 years  <1year

Fast changing legislation

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
European registrations take about 7-8 years from the first contact with the authorities until a product is registered. In the EAC and as a consequence also some of the surrounding countries, registrations can be achieved in a fraction of the time. Contacting RMS 3-4 years beforeSubmission of AI-Dossier: 3-6 for evaluationSubmission and approval of product: 1-2 years Opportunity to build something good from scratch – meaningful legislation 



Challenges

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Central, Southern, Eastern, and Western Africa:Poor Infrastructure (Road, rail, ports, cold storage, electricity, institutions, labs, …)DistanceLimited support and servicesNo Subsidies – fully self-fundedPolitics is a challenge



Knowhow-transfer

Amino Acid Biostimulants need to be in the L form to be effective:

FoldedUnfolded

Unfolded Unfolded

This message is often far too complex for our audience

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Think about how to position and communicate products to the marketLook how much research we’ve done, look at this complicated species name we useWe are all over the world - we must be great at thisWe should show our products are great, we have science and quality guarantees, but this is how you can see it yourself in fieldHave great points of input through the cycle and all the puzzle pieces in place but market do not understand why they need this range



Knowhow-transfer
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L

D L

L

Amino Acid Biostimulants need to be in the L form to be effective:

DL

The Science description is needed on occasion, but the 
conversation needs to land the message the farmer needs to hear 

to buy-in, not the story we want to tell

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Farmers care that it works and that it makes more money, they do not care about the product.Farmers care that it can be included in their existing program and management and that it won’t disrupt how they grow their crop too much, especially when they don’t yet trust it. If they don’t understand it, they wont trust it, so we need to make it more obvious what it does and what the value is. 



Market Access & Logistics
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Market Access & Logistics
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Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Establish a system to reach all parts incl. the very remoteDomestic market in large cities not necessarily served by rural farmers but instead by well connected producers around the globe (tomatoes from Italy rather than 50km away) Limited possibilities to generate additional income due to restricted market access



Market Access & Logistics
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Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Well connected to global market with access to human resources, capital, infrastructure, knowhow



Customers are very diverse
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Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Very different needs and means Tomatoes in ZA vs cocoa in Ghana



Registration & Oversight
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Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Regulatory bodies might not necessarily have the resources they should have to fulfil their tasks. New products like biologicals might not be in the scope of the legislation that is in place, which creates a barrier to register products and opens doors for illegal products



Registration & Oversight
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Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Counterfit products in the market leaves farmers unsure of what they can trust – need for stronger oversight



Sources

− Willer, Helga, et al. "The world of organic agriculture 2021-statistics and emerging trends." (2021): 1-336.
− Markets and Markets (2022). Biopesticides Market – Global Forecast to 2027 – 2022 

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/
− https://www.2bmonthly.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Bill-Dunham-2BMonthly-Evolution-Future-of-Biocontrol-

Industry-copy.pdf
− https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/agriculture/our-insights/winning-in-africas-agricultural-market
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https://www.researchandmarkets.com/
https://www.2bmonthly.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Bill-Dunham-2BMonthly-Evolution-Future-of-Biocontrol-Industry-copy.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/agriculture/our-insights/winning-in-africas-agricultural-market


www.andermatt.com

Felix Dubach

Felix.Dubach@andermatt.com
Head International Market Development
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